
Welcome to 
the DIY 

Clutterbuck 
Wreath making 

workshop

These instructions are also on our web site
www.clutterbuck.net/crafts

(Use the link above and scroll down the page to “key documents”)

http://www.clutterbuck.net/crafts


Scissors

Groups of 
Foliage

Apron

Wire on dowell

Pre-mossed wreath Paper bag containing pre-wired cones, cinnamon sticks and orange slices

In your wooden box you will find everything  you need to 
make your Christmas wreath.  Carefully remove all the 
materials and familiarise  yourself with each component 
using the photograph above

Pre-made
wired bow
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Collect your pre-mossed wreath and your wire. Place
wire around the wreath leaving enough to tie. Note: 
make sure you know where the wreath hanger is 
positioned as you must not wrap around it

Wrap once around wreath,  pull tight and tie Take the loose end and push this
into the back of the wreath ensuring
a good secure fix. Leave remaining
wire attached and on the dowell

4-5 Take your chosen foliage and cut to the 
required size. Some may need to be stripped
(approx. 2” (50mm) to allow a stem to 
secure when wrapping. 

Cut long stems so they fit with your group

Approx 2” (50mm)
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Large holly stems can be cut into several smaller sections Strip leaves to allow the berries to be the “stars” of the show 9-10 Cut remaining foliage to have similar stem lengths

Put your chosen foliage in piles of 4 or 5 as you wish

12-13 Put together your 4 or 5 pieces of foliage into a bunch
(all stems facing same way)
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14-16 Lay your bunch onto the wreath foliage facing outwards,
your wire is on the inside. Wrap around the stems twice, 
pulling tightly after each wrap. 

17-18 Repeat 14-16 with another bunch of foliage. This can be the same foliage grouping or different, the design is 
absolutely your choice. The second bunch should be placed foliage inwards and should cover the stems of the previous
bunch. Then continue “out” and “in” until the wreath is covered.  Remember not to make your bunches too small as
this makes it much more difficult to achieve the “criss-cross” effect
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19/20/21/22 Prewired cones, cinnamon sticks, and orange
slices are ready to push through the wreath.  Add them to
create a decorative effect then push the loose end back on
itself into the back of the wreath.

23-25 The pre made wired bow uses the same 
technique as in steps 19-22. Once the bow is attached
(its position on the wreath is your choice, though
remember where the wreath hanger is from step 1), 
simply fan out the loops to ensure a lovely finish
to your wreath. 

Push wire loose end back on itself
into the wreath
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wishes you and your
family a happy  & 
healthy christmas

CONTACT INFORMATION

07719041170

enquiries@clutterbuck.netwww.clutterbuck.net

45 Flixborough rd, Burton Stather, DN15 9HB

Hopefully your wreath
should look like this
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